Examples for small-scale projects

**Infrastructure (transport routes, water supply, energy supply, community facilities)**
- Construction/rehabilitation of a simple well/a water supply system/a dam; development of an irrigation system/a water reservoir/construction of a pit drainage/purchase of a water tank vehicle/grant for drinking water pipelines;
- Acquisition of a microscope for analysis of water quality/water meters;
- Construction/rehabilitation of bridges/roads, purchase of road roller;
- Grant for sanitary facilities/for construction of community hall;
- Acquisition of a pump/a generator/drilling equipment/clay brick press/motor saws/turning lathe/welding equipment and such/purchase of a theodolite

**Improvement of income and nutrition (esp. agriculture) and environmental protection**
- Grants for self-help activities of communities to improve nutrition/rabbit breeding/vegetable farms/equipping nurseries;
- Installation of windmill pump/construction of sheep stable;
- Facility to dry tobacco/food through the use of solar energy;
- Environmental protection/education program, tree planting activity;
- Facility for power generation through bio gas production (cow manure); renewable energy sources;
- Construction/equipping of a milk collection point;
- Trial planting of coconut palms/construction of a rice bank/purchase of jute sacks for crop storage;
- Purchase of small agricultural equipment/straw cutter for leprosy community/corn planters/fertilizer distributors/tillers/grain or rice mill/weighing scales/coffee roasters/rice thresher;
- Seminar on operating small businesses
- Purchase of donkey/carabao transport carts for agricultural association;
- wharf/grant for boat project/purchase of outboard engine (maintenance needs to be ensured!) for fisherfolk association among others;
- construction of a weaving hall/handicraft store/storage facility;
Health care and sanitary facilities

- Extension for a small hospital/construction of a health station/a small laboratory for blood and urine analysis/solar facility (maintenance must be ensured!) for hospital /anesthesia and resuscitation equipment;
- Acquisition of medical equipment/refrigerators for vaccines/ cabinets for Leprosarium/surgery lamps/glasses for eye clinic/equipping of intensive care unit/purchase of water distiller;
- Expansion/equipping of washing room/financing of beds for home for the aged/children’s home/wheel chairs for home for the handicapped/children’s clinic/birthing station/orphanage/of a center for the handicapped, a center for deaf-mute;
- Construction and improvement of sanitary facilities;
- Promotion of preventive medical measures at schools/dental clinic;
- Workshop for mothers on caring for disabled children

Education and vocational training

- Construction of a simple school building/replacement of school roof/extension/repair of school/purchase of furniture for schools, which have a population of at least 50% girls
- Acquisition of a simple photocopier/video equipment for teaching and educational activities/projectors/radio equipment/teaching materials and the like;
- School laboratory equipment;
- Expansion of vocational school/acquisition of teaching materials for a technical school/expansion/equipping of workshops
- Acquisition of sewing/knitting machines for a vocational center;

General furnishings

- Delivery of duplication equipment/packaging machine;
- Antenna for broadcasting station;

Examples of projects which are **not eligible** for funding:

- Humanitarian aid/emergency assistance
- Disaster preparedness/disaster risk management
- Loans/deposits into revolving funds
- Purchase of a piece of land
- Equipment like laptops/photocopiers for government agencies
- Information material for European tourists
- Procurement of vehicles without sufficient guarantee on financing of follow-up costs and acquisition of replacement
- Surgical table for hospital which mainly serves as contact point for Germans
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